


Artist Xin Liu’s latest work Living Distance will carry her 
wisdom tooth into outer space.  

In collaboration with the MIT Media Lab, artist-engineer Xin will launch 
a robotic sculpture carrying her wisdom tooth into suborbital space on-
board an upcoming Blue Origin New Shepard flight this May.


NEW YORK, NY, April 22, 2019 -- In Xin Liu’s latest piece, Living Distance, a robotic sculpture 
designed by the artist will fly on-board an upcoming Blue Origin space flight, reaching outer 
space. Xin’s wisdom tooth will be carried inside the sculpture beyond the atmosphere and 
back down to Earth. 


The sculpture will activate during lift-off, continue to its growth and occupation of space, and 
will culminate during the return to Earth as it shatters into pieces. In this journey, Xin describes 
the wisdom tooth’s passage into space as if it were a newborn entering the world—its body a 
crystalline sculpture and its life supported by an electromechanical system. Xin explains, “It’s 
like an avatar of myself. Its movement resembles my performance in Orbit Weaver, where I 
transformed myself into a ‘spider girl’ in weightlessness, and inside the sculpture is a part of 
my body leaving the earth.” On its return to Earth, "everything will crash and die," she says. 



The launch has been almost a year in the making, as Xin led a team of designers, engineers, 
programmers and fabricators to create a sculpture that could move autonomously in zero 
gravity. The sculpture will cast tethers that will attach to the interior of its payload locker to 
move and perform through zero-gravity space. She views the uncertainty of the outcome to be 
part of the performance. “Each of its weightless movements is carefully calculated on paper 
and modeled in simulation software, as there can never be a test on Earth. Similarly in our life 
and sciences, predictions are only a means to collect plausible realities.”


Coming off the great success of her Orbit Weaver, Masque and Dermal Abyss projects, Xin 
further examines the enigma of technology and its role in human experiences. Xin reaffirms that 
“outer space is a unique place for reimagination and engagement, and the need to unmask and 
unmake the alienated technological space programs.” In her pursuit, Living Distance explores 



both spatial distance in the most literal and the spiritual distance between one's relatively small 
but wholly unique role in this universe.


The live performance will be recorded and the project will be presented both as a film and as 
art installations for upcoming exhibitions, including:

Screening: MAX Festival, Exploratorium, SF - May 16-18, 2019 

Screening and Artist Talk: Queens Museum, NY - July 21, 2019 

Exhibition: Today Art Museum, Beijing - August 14, 2019


Performance and Exhibition Organization and Partnership 
MIT Media Lab	 	 Museum of Arts and Design	 	 MAX Festival, Exploratorium

New INC, New Museum	 Blue Origin	 	 	 	 New Lab	 	 	 	 

Pioneer Works		 	 Queens Museum	 	 	 Formlabs	 	 	
Droga5 


Key Collaborators 
slow immediate	 Gershon Dublon	 Ross McBee	 	 Noah Feehan	 	 

Amy Lemaire	 	 Jacky Tran	 	 Justin Durazzo	 	 


About the Artist 
Xin Liu (b. 1991, Xinjiang/China) is an artist and engineer, whose practice expands from 
performances and artifacts to scientific experiments and academic papers. She thinks of 
science as a language and technology as a means to create ripples in the fabric of common 
experiences, exploring emotions, beliefs and subjectivities. Xin received her BE in 
Measurement, Control Technology and Instrumentation from Tsinghua University in 2013, a 
MFA in Digital+Media from Rhode Island School of Design in 2015 and her Master in Media 
Arts and Sciences from MIT Media Lab in 2017.


She is the Arts Curator at Space Exploration Initiative in MIT Media Lab, a member of New INC 
at the New Museum and a resident in Queens Museum Artist Studio program. She is the 
recipient of numerous awards and residencies, including the Van Lier Fellowship from Museum 
of Arts and Design, Huayu Youth Award Finalist, Queens Museum studio program and Pioneer 
Works Tech Residency. She has received awards from SXSW, FastCoDesign, Core77, and her 
academic publications have been recognized in ACM conferences. Xin has shown her work 
internationally at events and venues including Ars Electronica, Boston Museum of Fine Art, 
Sundance Film Festival, The Walker Art Center, Museum of Art and Design in New York, OCAT 
Shanghai, Centre for Chinese Contemporary Art in Manchester, and International Symposium 
on Electronic Art. As a researcher, Xin has worked with institutions including Microsoft 
Research NYC & Asia and Google ATAP.
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